
The phonological inventories of the Muskogean languages are relatively simple.

Consonants are p, t, c, k, f, i, s, h, m, n, I, w, and y. A Proto-Muskogean *l^ appears

as b in all of the languages except Creek, where it is k in some contexts, p in others

(Haas 1947a). Choctaw and Chickasaw contrast s and s. There are vowels 4 a, and

o, with contrastive length and nasalization. Creek has developed another vowel e from

*ay. Lengthening is discussed in Haas 1941c, 1950a, Martin 1987, and Munro &
Ulrich 1984. There is both lexical and grammatical pitch accent, but the modem
systems vary across the languages in complex ways (Booker 1991b) affected by

syllable structure, morphological boundaries, and other factors. Discussions of pitch

accent are in Haas 1977a, Hayes 1985, Munro 1985, Jackson 1987, and Tyhurst 1987.

Contributing to the lengthening, nasalization, and pitch accent is a complex system

of ablaut within the verb (Haas 1938, 1940, Nicklas 1972, 1975, Booker 1980, Heath

1980, Ulrich 1986, 1987a,b, Qine 1987, 1988, Hardy & Montler 1988b, and the

grammars). The shape of the verb stem is altered depending especially on aspect and

sometimes tense or modality. Some shape changes or ablaut grades are triggered by

particular affixes; in other cases, the choice of grade alone is semantic. Shape changes

involve infixation (-n-, -/i-, -hn-, -y-), lengthening, and pitch change. In a discussion

of ablaut in Proto-Muskogean, Booker (1980: 90) cites Choctaw examples from

Nicklas 1974: 72-96: the verb root takci *tie' appears as tdkci in the lengthened grade,

as tq-kci in the incompletive, as tahdkci in the instantaneous, as tahq-kci in the

iterative, and as tdyyakci in the intensive. The root pisa *to look' appears in

lengthened grade in pisd-li ca iyali tok *I looked at it and left', in the incompletive in

PI'salt tok *I was looking at it', in the instantaneous in pihsa *to glance', in the iterative

in pihl'sali tok *I saw it again and again', and in the intensive in pfyyi-sali tok *I gazed

at it'. (The suffix -// is T, tok recent past.)
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